Cingulate cortical and anterior thalamic neuronal correlates of reversal learning in rabbits.
Unit activity of the cingulate cortex and the anteroventral (AV) nucleus of the thalamus in rabbits was recorded during reversal training following differential conditioning of a locomotory (wheel rotation) avoidance response. The positive and negative conditional stimuli (CS+ and CS-) were pure tones (1 kHz and 8 kHz), and the unconditional stimulus was footshock (1.5 mA). During the first session, activity appropriate to the original task (i.e., a greater neuronal response to the CS- than to the CS+) occurred in the deep cortical laminae (V and VI), but the superficial laminae (I-IV) manifested the original discrimination in certain records and the reverse discrimination in others. All discriminative effects diminished during subsequent sessions except the short-latency (25-msec) deep laminar original discrimination, which persisted throughout reversal training. Activity of the AV nucleus underwent gradual transition, in parallel with the behavior, from the original to the reverse discrimination. Arousal-producing footshocks given after behavioral reversal educed the original and reverse discriminations in the deep and superficial laminae, respectively. These data are interpreted to indicate the role of cingulate cortex and anterior thalamus for encoding the associative significance of the conditional stimuli.